ROMANIACS REVISITED
First, we would like to thank for your interest in our adventure tours. We hope that riding
with us, either in Romania, Iceland, Nepal, Wales, Morocco, Vietnam or elsewhere will fuel
your taste for many more adventures.
Here is some information that you should know before starting your tour.
Riding abilities.
First of all, you don’t need to be an off-road expert to join our tours. We have different
levels for our tours, from beginners to experts (level 1-5). For each tour we have specified
which level of experience you’ll need.
The Romaniacs Revisited tour is a level 4/5 off-road tour, and is suited for those who are
well experienced with off-road riding and/or enduro riding.
The days can be long, depending on many factors (punctures, weather etc.), so you have to
be comfortable in most situations in order not to suffer fatigue to quickly. We are not racing,
it is not a competition. We are traveling and will take a break frequently. There will be time
enough to take pictures, movies, rest etc.
We do want to emphasize that for our off-road tours that you need to be healthy and in a
good physical condition. The riding, in combination with the weather can make it challenging
en strenuous.
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Itinerary.

The tour consists of five day-trips to different areas, all starting from our hotel/guesthouse
nearby Sibiu, the area where the famous Redbull Romaniacs is held every year.
So you come back to the same place after an intensive day, have a ‘dirty-boot-beer’ together
and then dinner after you took a warm shower.
(depending on riders experience level, weather, and/or a combination the routes / plan can be
changed)

Climate Transylvania (Romania).
Romania has a continental climate. Summer are generally very warm to hot, with average
temepratures of 29° C in Bucharest.
The winters are cold in Romania and in the Transylvanian Alps even very cold with lots of
snow. During summertime there can be (thunder)storms in the afternoon.
In autumn (Sept-Oct) it gets a bit cooler but still pleasant and with less rain then during
summer.
Prices*:
Per rider including a rental motorcycle

€ 2.250 / SEK 22 500

Per rider with own motorcycle

€ 1.650 / SEK 16 500

Supplement single room:

€ 110 / SEK 1 100

Group size is minimum 6 riders and max 10 (can be split up if needed)
* prices can be adjusted in case of changing currencies, VAT, local prices, etc.
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The price is including:
ü 7 days holiday, 5 days riding (dayloops)
ü All accommodation (based on twin
bed rooms) in a hotel/guesthouse
ü All breakfast, lunches (picknick/sandwich) and dinners
ü Transfer from / to airport Sibiu Int.
ü Motorcycle rent (light 250/300 cc
enduro bike)
ü Gasoline during the whole tour
ü Experienced guides (local guide and
Explore360 guide)
ü Garmin inReach GPS SOS/emergency
tracker

Not included:
v Flight tickets to and from Sibiu Int. Airport, Romania
v Visa (when applicable)
v Medical insurance (mandatory, including repatriation to country of origin), travelinsurance(mandatory) and cancelation insurance (recommended)
v Additional motorcycle insurance (recommended).
v Alcoholic drinks
v Single room supplement
v Personal expenses
Extend your stay?
If you’d like to stay longer and extend your stay to visit Sibiu, Bucharest or other beautiful
places in Romania, please let us know.
Motorcycles:
We are renting light 250 cc- 300 cc enduro bikes (2 and 4 strokes) during this tour. It is
possible to join this tour on your own bike (not suitable for medium/heavy adventure bikes).
Insurance(s):
Make sure that your travel insurance covers medical expenses in case of an accident or
getting sick (including COVID-19) and you need to be hospitalized stay longer then expected
and/or repatriated back home.
A cancellation insurance is recommended. See our terms & conditions for our cancelations
fees on our website (COVID-19 update).
The enduro bikes have no insurance, so basically what you damage is what you’ll pay.
An additional (travel) insurance that includes damage on rental vehicles is recommended.
[Note: in Sweden ERV has an insurance that covers up to SEK 25 000 / € 2500. Highly
recommended for Swedish participants].
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Practical information:
ü
Romanian Lei. You will have the possibility to change money or upon arrival at the
airport or take money from an ATM (bring your credit card). Bringig UEro’s as a backup is a good idea.
ü
ATM. There are ATM’s in the bigger towns. Maker sure you’ll have a 4 digits PIN code
and money either in Saving or Checking account.
ü
Credit Card. Most of them are accepted, but preferable is VISA.
ü
Phone. Make sure you have an international (roaming) package, otherwise it could
become expensive. You can also buy a local sim-card including data, there is a
network available almost everywhere.
ü
Electricity is EURO 220 V / 50 Hz
ü
Internet. There is access to WiFi/internet. While riding phone reception might be
intermittent when up in the mountains.
ü
Water. We strongly recommend to bring a hydration backpack (like a Kriega Hydro 3)
so you’ll have access to water all day. The riding can be very intensive.
ü
Allergies/medications. Let us know on before hand if you have any allergies, a special
dietary food need or are using special medication.
What to bring?
This is a guide-line of gear to bring:
For riding
Ø
Hard enduro boots. These are very important, especially for the off-road tours. Boots
with a good hard sole (for standing up) and a hard plastic ankle protection and a
hard sole are a must have.
Ø
Helmet. Full face or cross helmet are all fine. Just make sure you’ll have a clear visor
or goggles with you in case the weather turns bad (besides dark visor/goggles or
sunglasses).
Note! We advise you to bring your helmet with you in the plane as hand-luggage.
Ø
Riding gear. Bring well ventilated clothing like a body armour with a jersey combined
with a jacket and pants with protection on back, shoulder, elbows and knees.
Ø
Base-layer/warm clothing. (long)Under-wear, fleece or a wind-stopper for when it
gets colder.
Ø
Rain gear. Thin rain gear for when the weather turns bad. Accessible at all time.
Ø
Gloves. Bring a pair of thin warm-weather/enduro gloves and a pair medium all
weather (Gore-Tex) gloves. Thick leather (winter)gloves you should leave at home.
Ø
Small backpack. This can be in combination with the hydration backpack (which we
strongly recommend) for bringing you rain gear, an extra layer and other small stuff.
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